Pronoun Antecedent Agreement 2 Answer Sheet
pronoun-antecedent agreement, worksheet 2 http://www ... - rewrite each sentence so that each
pronoun agrees with the antecedent. 1. mrs. carrasco told the secretary that yet another candidate for the job
had forgotten their resume. _____ _____ 2. when even one student forgets their assignment, the entire class
suffers the consequences. _____ pronoun and antecedent agreement - lone star college - pronoun and
antecedent agreement pronouns are words that take the place of nouns. the antecedent of a pronoun is the
word to which the pronoun refers. the pronoun and its antecedent agree in gender and number. jane called her
friend. jane and her are both singular and feminine. john called his friend. john and his are both singular and
masculine. agreement of pronoun and antecedent - olearyzone - agreement of pronoun and antecedent
the antecedent of a pronoun is the word to which the pronoun refers and for which it stands. a pronoun agrees
with its antecedent in number. examples 1. our pitcher was sure that he would win. 2. each girl took her turn
at bat. 3. a few of the students had brought their own lunches. 4. exercise on pronoun-antecedent
agreement with answers - answer b is incorrect. in the neither…nor construction if the antecedent (the
noun or pronoun) that is closer to the verb is singular, a singular pronoun is required. because bill is a singular,
masculine noun, the pronoun is he. 10. a_____ everyone brought their pencils to the exam. b_____ everyone
brought his or her pencil to the exam. agreement of pronoun with antecedent, answer key and ... agreement of pronoun with antecedent, answer key and teaching tips 1 ... underscores that the pronoun refers
to the antecedent, not to the noun that follows the pronoun. 2. the principal indicated that every staff member
had to submit their self evaluation by wednesday. ... agreement of pronoun with antecedent, answer key and
teaching tips 6 english skills: pronoun-antecedent agreement, activity 2 - english skills: pronounantecedent agreement, activity 2 assignment: proofreading a passage for pronoun agreement errors. purpose:
to develop student proofreading skills and understanding of how to identify and correct problems with pronoun
agreement. procedure: read though the essay excerpt below and identify--and correct-- errors in exercise
22-2 pronoun-antecedent agreement the bedford ... - exercise 22-2 pronoun-antecedent agreement to
read about this topic, see section 22 in the bedford handbook,seventh edition. five of the following word
groups contain a problem with pronoun-antecedent agreement. mark the correct sentences “ok,” and edit the
incorrect ones to eliminate the problem. example: pronoun-antecedent agreement - lewis-palmer high
school - pronoun-antecedent agreement a pronoun must agree with its antecedent in number, gender, and
person. an antecedent is the noun or pronoun that a pronoun refers to or replaces. agreement in number if the
antecedent is singular, use a singular pronoun. if it is plural, use a plural pronoun. chapter 8 practice quiz:
pronouns i: pronoun agreement - chapter 8 practice quiz: pronouns i: pronoun agreement circle the
pronoun that agrees in number with its antecedent (the noun to which it refers). example : each of the girls
makes (her, their) own clothes. the correct pronoun is her , which refers back to the singular “each” 1. the jury
finally made (its, their) decision. 2. pronoun-noun agreement - uvu - pronoun-antecedent agreement may
be especially confusing when the antecedent is an indefinite pronoun. indefinite pronouns refer to or replace
nonspecific people, places, things, or ideas. the following indefinite pronouns are always singular.
consequently, pronouns that refer to them will some of the following sentences contain a problem with
... - pronoun-antecedent agreement worksheet answers some of the following sentences contain a problem
with pronoun-antecedent agreement. mark the correct sentences “ok” and edit the incorrect ones to eliminate
the problem. 1. each college student brings experience to his or her classes. 2. pronoun agreement dla mtsac - locate five sentences that demonstrate correct or incorrect pronoun agreement, and write the
sentences below. make sure the antecedent and its pronoun are in the same sentence. next identify the
pronoun and antecedent in each sentence. write the sentences. 1. 2. she . . . / , for . . . / . . . job - towson
university - 2. each driver should check the oil level in their car every three months. (pronoun-antecedent
agreement) . . . in his or her car . . . 3. i hated to ask anita who is a very stingy person to lend me money.
(commas nonessential interrupter) . . . anita , who is a very stingy person , to . . . 4. 25.2 pronoun and
antecedent agreement (with indefinite ... - name date 25.2 pronoun and antecedent agreement (with
indefinite pronouns and with reflexive pronouns) • practice 1 agreement with indefinite pronouns use a
singular personal pronoun when the antecedent is a singular indefinite pronoun. use a plural personal pronoun
when the antecedent is a plural indefinite name date 14.2 pronouns (antecedents of pronouns,
personal ... - name date 14.2 pronouns (antecedents of pronouns, personal pronouns) • practice 2 exercise 1
recognizing antecedents. in each of the following sentences, a pronoun is underlined. find the antecedent of
each pronoun and circle it. p r onoun a g r eem ent - p r onoun a g r eem ent recognize pronoun agreement
when you see it. whenever you use a personal pronoun like she, it, or they, you first have to have an
antecedent, the word that the pronoun is replacing. read this sentence: gustavo slowed to the speed limit
when he saw the police cruiser in the rearview mirror. the pronoun he replaces gustavo. rules for pronounantecedent agreement - rules for pronoun-antecedent agreement a personal pronoun must agree with its
antecedent in number, gender and person. an antecedent is the noun or pronoun ... 2 the closer antecedent.
(it usually sounds better if the plural subject is the closer antecedent.) either the teacher or the students will
get their wish. chapter 17: agreement pronoun-antecedent agreement a - pronoun-antecedent
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agreement a apronoun usually refers to a noun or another pronoun called its antecedent. a pronoun should
agree in number and gender with its antecedent. examples doloreslost herscarf. the snakeshed itsskin.
shoppersfilled theirbaskets with food. each oneof the teenagers paid for his or herticket. pronounantecedent agreement - rcsd - agreement ! pronouns should agree with their antecedents in number. ! the
book shows two whales on its cover. ! book is the antecedent of the pronoun its two swimmers lost their
goggles. two swimmers is the antecedent of the pronoun their. name: pronouns and antecedents welcome to pracah - antecedent. it is usually a noun or a pronoun. example: sam dropped his textbook on
the floor. the pronoun in the example is his. the antecedent is sam. in each sentence below underline the
pronoun and circle the antecedent. 1. the shoppers couldn’t find their car in the parking lot. 2. the horse ate its
hay in the barn. 3. using pronoun-antecedent agreement - norwell high school - what is pronounantecedent agreement? 2. shelley painted a landscape, and then (she, they) had the painting framed. identify
the antecedent of the pronoun in parentheses. then, choose the form of the pronoun that agrees with the
antecedent. antecedent the singular feminine pronoun she agrees with the singular feminine antecedent
shelley. pronoun and antecedent agreement - powering silicon valley - pronoun/antecedent agreement
come when the pronoun’s antecedent is an indefinite pronoun, a collective noun, or a compound noun.
indefinite pronouns . refer to nonspecific people or things and often function as antecedents for other
pronouns. most indefinite pronouns will always be singular; but few will always be plural, or either, depending
... ten days to a+ grammar sample - prestwick house - • to assess how well students understand
pronoun/antecedent agreement • to give students a quick overview of what they will be studying for the next
ten days • to help students understand the importance of using correct grammar activities: 1. pretest. give the
pretest “subject/verb & pronoun/antecedent agreement.” 2. overview. pronoun agreement and reference palm beach state college - pronoun agreement and reference a pronoun must agree with the word it refers
to (the antecedent). 1. agreement in person: if the antecedent is in third person, the pronoun must be in third
person. example: when i travelled to new york, i realized that you needed to pronoun-antecedent
agreement & ambiguous reference - to more than one noun; 2) they agree with the antecedent in number.
specific rules . 1) a pronoun should not refer to an implied idea. make sure that the pronoun refers to a specific
rather than to an implicit antecedent to prevent confusion: sentence problem john put a bullet in his gun and
shot it. the pronoun "it" can refer either to the noun pronoun - antecedent agreement - pronoun
antecedent agreement provided by the academic center for excellence 1 reviewed february 2015 pronoun antecedent agreement a pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun, and an antecedent is the original
noun to which the pronoun refers. the lazy editor: “is that rock alive?” • skill: pronoun ... - • skill:
pronoun-antecedent agreement, page 1 of 2 pronoun power a pronoun is a word that replaces a noun. the
noun or noun phrase to which the pronoun refers is the antecedent. consider the following sentence: george
was racing down the street when he crashed and flew off his bicycle. a grammar help handout created by
abbie potter henry ... - pronoun to represent its role in the sentence (pronoun case). the antecedent is the
noun or nouns that the pronoun is replacing. in the examples that follow, the antecedents are in italics, and
the pronouns are underlined. pronoun agreement, number: nouns are singular and plural, and the pronouns
that replace them must pronoun antecedent agreement - quia - pronoun – antecedent agreement a
pronoun (“pro” = for; “ for a noun”) is a word that replaces a noun or a noun substitute in the sentence to
avoid redundancy. the noun that a pronoun replaces is called antecedent and the pronoun that replaces it is
called referent. rules in pronoun antecedent agreement 1. once a month the group would deliver goods
to their ... - pronoun-antecedent agreement worksheet some of the following sentences contain a problem
with pronoun-antecedent agreement. mark the correct sentences “ok” and edit the incorrect ones to eliminate
the problem. 1. each college student brings experience to their classes. 2. derek and daniel think that they saw
a ghost, but he is not sure. 3. pronouns and their antecedents worksheet - underline the pronoun in each
sentence below. circle the antecedent the pronoun refers to. the novel was interesting to read. the girl read it.
the was interesting to read. the girl read it. 1. susan walked to the park. she enjoyed jumping on the
trampoline. 2. sharon loves to walk on the beach. she watches the sunset often. 3. exercise 22-1 pronounantecedent agreement: guided practice - exercise 22-1 pronoun-antecedent agreement: guided practice
edit the following paragraphs for problems with pronoun-antecedent agreement. the numbers in the margin
refer to appropriate rules in section 22 of the bedford handbook, seventh edition. the first revision has been
done for you, and a suggested revision of this exercise appears in the answer key grammar evaluation 3 towson university - answer key – grammar evaluation 3 (continued) 15. the basketball team is having their
best season this year (pronoun antecedent agreement) . . . having its best season . . . 16. the results of the
survey on the political atmosphere in this country is frightening (subject-verb agreement) the results . . e
frightening. 17. chapter 17: agreement pronoun-antecedent agreement b - pronoun-antecedent
agreement a,p.155 exercisea 1. his 6. their 2. her 7. their 3. their 8. their 4. themselves 9. itself 5. their 10. its
exerciseb 11. their 12. its [orhis orher] 13. their 14. her 15. himself [orus orthem orher orhim oryou] pronounantecedent agreement b,p.156 exercise 1. their 11. their 2. his or her 12. their 3. their 13 ... name: pronouns
and antecedents with dinosaurs - name: _____ pronouns and antecedents with dinosaurs . directions:
underline the pronouns and circle the antecedents to which they refer. draw a line connecting the two. 1. the
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triceratops filled his belly with the cool water from the stream. 2. the cool water stream ran its course from the
top of the mountain. 3. pronoun reference and antecedent agreement - kau - • pronoun‐antecedent
agreement • locate the word to which every pronoun in the sentence refers (antecedent). make sure that both
the pronoun and the antecedent agree: both are singular, or both are plural. • don’t be afraid to ask dumb
questions; they are easier to handle than dumb mistakes. first…pronouns! - uwg | home pronoun/antecedent agreement & pronoun clarity university writing center (uwc) first…pronouns! what is a
pronoun? a noun that takes the place of a previously mentioned noun or noun phrase example #1: dan said he
will have the report done by friday. example #2: they bought the old, decrepit house because they thought it
had charm. pronoun-antecedent agreement (binding) in brazilian portuguese - pronoun-antecedent
agreement (binding) in brazilian portuguese . by . kier christine hanson-santos . b.a. in spanish, the university
of montana, missoula, mt, 1997 . b.s. in business administration, the university of montana, missoula, mt,
1997 . thesis . presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements . for the degree of . master of arts english i
pronoun antecedent agreement - english i pronoun antecedent agreement guided notes & practice what is
a pronoun? a _____ is word that takes the place of a noun or another pronoun. chapter 8: agreement,pp.152
78 subject-verb agreement b,p - pronoun-antecedent agreement b,p.165 exercise a 1. when we’re playing
tennis, my brother and i never let the other players intimidate. 2. either jason or raul will bring tool kit to the
bicycle race. 3. brenda and caitlin told us that didn’t plan to come to the party. 4. if either brittany or celine
wants to be a successful writer, will ... subject-verb agreement pronoun-antecedent agreement
practice - 2. select the sentence below which is correct in terms of subject-verb agreement and pronounantecedent agreement. a. no, the basketball team does not buy their uniforms. pronoun-antecedent
agreement - amazon s3 - pronoun-antecedent agreement proofread each sentence for errors in
pronoun/antecedent agreement. correct the incorrect pronouns. write a c next to sentences that use correct
pronoun/antecedent agreement. 1. one of the boys had tears in their eyes. 2. somebody left their books on the
counter. 3. a student should see an advisor if they have any ... what is a pronoun? - weebly - •an
antecedent is the word that the pronoun is referring to (usually earlier in the sentence). example: oprah sold
her bike to buy in-line skates. antecedent pronoun . we always want pronouns to agree with their antecedents
in ... pronoun/antecedent agreement author: wfu pronoun/antecedent agreement - university of texas at
dallas - pronoun/antecedent agreement pronoun/antecedent agreement means that pronouns must match
their antecedents, or the nouns or pronouns to which they refer, in person, gender, and number. the chart
below contains the most commonly used pronouns that people make pronoun/antecedent mistakes with.
singular plural both
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